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THE PROGRESS COLLECTION
collection of selected designs
high-quality performance carpet
on stock as roll or cut-length in 4 m width
5 m width possible on demand
usage class 33
fire rating Cfl-s1 (Bfl-s1 optional)
Action Back (Ultratex optional)
latest Chromojet technology
100% polyamide fibre IMPREL®
for best strength and resilience
suitable for stairs and castor chairs
antistatic
best impact sound insulation
very good sound absorption
certified Prodis, GUT and TÜV
healthy! (suitable for allergics;
free of harmful substances)
quality controlled production
Easy to order,
on-time delivery,
competitive price

HOTEL
ROOM

hether escaping the demands of business of
travel or resting after a packed day soaking
up the sights and sounds of the city, the
hotel bedroom should be a haven, somewhere to switch off
and recharge for tomorrow.
The Progress Collection makes sure it’s just so with
beautiful carpet that’s set to restore balance and calm.
Giving softness underfoot that soothes tired and weary
feet and evoking a feeling of warmth and comfort that
pacifies and relieves, carpet is the consummate covering
for hotel bedrooms. Carpet too allows freedom, a sense of
escapism and a nod to attitude that coordinates and unites.
Whether chic-city hues or traditions explored through pattern, there is no comparable.
Giving far more than just a feeling of comfort and
relaxation, carpet contributes physically too, reducing
energy and locking in fine dust to improve air quality and
promote wellbeing.
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he hotel corridor marks the transition from public
surroundings to the private tranquillity of the hotel
bedroom, guiding weary day-worn travellers silently
and with the minimum of fuss and pomp.
The Progress Collection makes it easy to find carpet that
ushers guests through turns and lobbies while helping to
soak up the noise of footsteps and wheeled bags. Even
the sound of closing doors and parting conversations can
be muffled by textile floor covering. With pattern serving
more than just guiding function, the Progress Collection
adds sophistication through printing technology to
create beautiful designs in colours that coordinate in
perfect balance.
Carpet from the Progress Collection keeps corridors
looking good too, with the durability and appearance
retention to shake off the intense effects of all-day toing
and froing while fostering a calm and peaceful passage.

CORRIDOR

Lambrusco 94

Lambrusco 16

Lambrusco 74

Prominent 54

Prominent 16

Prominent 96

MEETING
ROOM

aking big decisions between few or discussing
critical developments with many, the meetings
of minds requires the utmost in adaptability,
a room that works to the needs of whoever enters.
The Progress Collection makes sure this can happen with
textile floor covering that brings flexible design and
that helps to focus the mind by minimising noise. Clarity
ensured, carpet can unite or separate through clever
design that works with changing layouts and moving
partitions. From fun evening function to serious daytime
duties, carpet makes a positive contribution with pattern
and colour keeping your ambitions in the frame.
Giving generous comfort underfoot and with the ability to
absorb the sound of distant conversations while silencing
moving chairs and more, carpet contributes through
longevity and ease of maintenance too.

Barolo 49
Prominent 43

t’s no mean feat pleasing the demands of diners day and
day out, with impeccable presentation and a relaxing
experience just part of keeping customers content.
Carpet from the Progress Collection is more than up to
the task, enhancing the floor through beautiful design,
comfort and creating more intimate encounters through
excellent acoustic properties. Carefully selected pattern
will also do much to hide the appearance of spills between
cleans, with the long-lasting performance of carpet keeping the room looking just so to maintain all-important presentation.
With the ability to muffle the background noise that can
interfere with conversations and to create a comfortable
and soothing atmosphere, carpet create a more relaxed
dining experience.
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Bardolino 95

Moscato 94
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Prominent 48

Barbera 43
Prominent 23

here coming together, meeting, catching up,
checking in and heading out happen at one
time, the lobby is the hustle and bustle of the
hotel, the heart and soul and the all-important first impression.

LOBBY

Undeniably alluring and full of style, carpet makes an
impact for the better. Through design that takes intentions
on board, perceptions can be predicted from the very off.
Colour and pattern denote the experience and mood, with
carpet fighting off the signs of the outside trodden in and
making sure those welcomes and goodbyes can be heard
by those for which they are meant and deadened to the
rest.
A warm and welcoming ambience await those that enter the building with lobby carpet, while the practical and
low-maintenance flooring has beneficial slip resistant qualities too.
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TECHNICAL DATA

ManUfaCTURInG PRoCEss

nUMBER of knoTs

Tufting 1/10” saxony

ca. 209 000/m2

PILE CONTENT

PERManEnTLy anTIsTaTIC

100% PA IMPREL®

<2 kV

PRIMaRy BaCkInG

SOUND INSULATION

non woven PES

ISO 140-8: 26 dB delta L

sECondaRy BaCkInG

SOUND ABSORPTION

Action Back

ISO 354: 0.20 alpha w

PILE WEIGHT

ThERMaL REsIsTanCE

ca. 1.150 gr/m2

0,17 m2 K/W

TOTAL WEIGHT

LIGHT FASTNESS

ca. 2.095 gr/m2

5-6

PILE HEIGHT

WATER RESISTANCE

ca. 5 mm

4-5

TOTAL HEIGHT

FIRE CLASS

ca. 7 mm

Fireresistance Cfl-s1

PRODIS / GUT n°

CE DOP n°

36B244E8

1011#IEOACL

All rights reserved to alter technical specifications.
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